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WELCOME

Zoo Nooz
Introduction
Weather wise it wasn’t the best start to the summer holidays… 
an elusive sun may be good for the vegetation around site but 
I can’t remember wearing raincoats in August! 
 
The good news is that our new farm barn was opened in time 
for the main school holidays; the design is not of a classic farm 
barn but to provide engagement for families with the focal point 
for younger children who may be more interested in our cute 
fluffy rabbits rather than our critically endangered Asiatic lions.  
It is still very much a work in progress so we can establish what 
works best for our animals and visitors and will continue to 
evolve over the coming year as we plan to install outdoor 
play equipment and make further improvements for our 
younger visitors.
 
Earlier this year we introduced our token scheme for visitors 
who wish to make the voluntary entrance donation to our 
conservation projects. This is proving incredibly popular allowing 
them to select one of three projects. This year’s options are all 
from within our development plan and comprise of extending 
the tiger exhibit, changes to the chimpanzee exhibit and putting 
bears back in the Bear Ravine. The concept behind the scheme 
is to canvas the opinions of our visitors as to what they see as 
being the highest priority.
 
Projects such as the orangutan and giraffes were not included 
as options as the cost for both these schemes would not be 
achievable within one year so we will continue to fundraise 
towards these much larger schemes, with over £175,000 raised 
at the end of July towards Phase Two of the new outdoor exhibit 
of the Bornean orangutans.
 
The screening of the iconic 1980’s film ‘An American Werewolf in 
London’ within the castle courtyard proved a huge success with 
nearly 1,100 visitors attending. The weather, setting and guests 
helped create a fantastic atmosphere and we intend to look at 
further options for screening other classic films next year.
 
We also finished work extending the Carpathian lynx exhibit by 
adding a large indoor area which was meant to improve 
facilities for the cats during the winter and on poor weather 
days, but they love their new indoor area so much they are 
spending more time in there than we expected. The best laid 
plans …… and all that!

Get in touch

Zoo Director

Share your stories and 
pictures with us and we’ll 
print the best ones.......

@dudleyzoo

dudleyzoo

admin@dudleyzoo.org.uk

Castle Hill
Dudley
DY1 4QF
T: 01384 215313
www.dudleyzoo.org.uk

Derek Grove, Zoo Director
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Animal in FOCUS

Black rat
Rattus rattus

did you know?
Black rats arrived in Britain with the Romans 
2,000 years ago in ships and crates of cargo.

The black rat originates from Asia, and today is 
widely distributed around the globe.

Fleas on black rats brought the plague to Europe in 
the Middle Ages, when they came with the last 
Crusaders returning from the Holy land in 1348.

The Black Death killed over half the population 
of England at that time.

Smell, taste, touch and sound help direct them to 
their food sources.

An adult rat can squeeze into your home through a 
hole as small as the size of a coin.

Rats do not sweat. They regulate their temperature
by constricting or expanding blood vessels in 
their tails.

A rat can fall as far as 50 feet and land uninjured.

They are skilled climbers and can also swim well.



Chris’s Conservation Corner....
Over the last few months we’ve been monitoring the native 
wildlife on site through different survey methods and utilising 
some of the vast knowledge and help from local wildlife 
groups and organisations on our doorstep.

We contacted Wolverhampton University who 
recently launched a Masters course in Wildlife 
Conservation and we welcomed one of their 
students on site to study the small mammals 
that live here.

To aid her study the university provided us with 
30 non-lethal mammal traps and six camera traps 
that were spread across the zoo. Trapping twice 
a week for two months we captured a great 
mixture of  species including wood mice, bank 
vole and common shrew who we measured, 
weighed, photographed, marked and released. 
These gave us a great indication of the health of 
our native species on site and also let us know 
these native animals are not discouraged by 
some of the bigger exotic species. 

It was great to discover such a variety and 
abundance of small mammals using the site and 
it also indicated there is a good prey base for such 
animals as kestrels, buzzards and owls that we 
know use the site regularly.

We also joined forces with 
Brumbats, who as the name 
suggest are our local experts 
on bats in Birmingham and 
the Black Country. Specialising 
in the world of bats can be 
very difficult due to their 
nocturnal nature and their 
inaudible sounds. Bats use 
echolocation in order to 
manoeuvre in the dark by 
sending out high frequency 
sounds, too high for the 
human ear. 

Using specialist equipment Brumbat volunteers 
can hear and see these calls being made and by 
looking at the sound frequencies, as well as the 
patterns they call in, they can also determine the 
species of the bats. 

After one night of surveying, we were 
delighted to find rare species of bats around 
the zoo site and limestone caverns and we’ve 
since run a project in order to better conserve 
these bats by catching them using mist nets 
and harp traps. Once caught we record their 
weight, sex, measurements and many other 
specifics and release them. 

As this project continues we are looking 
forward to sharing our findings with the visitors 
here at the zoo and also sharing the great work 
Brumbats do all across the region.

We will continue to survey and conserve all the 
different forms of wildlife that call Dudley Zoo 
home and prove that’s it’s not just a place to 
get closer to the world’s rarest animals but also 
a place to appreciate those animals that are 
closer to home.

A Wood Mouse being weighed, 
photographed, marked and released.
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As part of our 80th anniversary lookback 
at DZG history, we recently featured the 
2003 overseas relocation of the zoo’s last 
two African elephants, Flossie and Flora, 
on our website.
The story stirred up so many memories 
from visitors online, that we decided to 
share a few more photos of their move to 
Planete Sauvage, plus some of the 
memories of their former keeper and 
current Zoo Director, Derek Grove.
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I think everyone has certain animals that get 
under your skin - mine were Pepe, a male 
chimpanzee and Flossie, one of our adult 
female African elephants. Both were great 
characters, but they could be incredibly 
contrary when the mood took them.
Elephants were not a group of animals I ever 
set out to work with, they were scary and 
big and all the work involved with them was 
incredibly hard.
 
Captive elephant management changed 
greatly during the 18 years I worked with our 
elephants. These days protected contact is 
the accepted practice, but back then we 
had free contact, which meant all the
daily feeding, cleaning, bathing and walking 
routines were all undertaken with the 
elephants sharing the same space as us.

The most enjoyable times were the walks 
around the Zoo, the majority of the time 
they needed to be controlled during a stroll 
around a compact site, with visitors, buildings 
and vehicles all providing risks of a wayward 
trunk or a gentle shove.

While walking along the roads, it was 
always odd to see both elephants swing 
their leg out to ensure that they didn’t 
stand on a drain cover, whether this was 
due to the movement of the cover 
underfoot or because they could sense 
the void underneath I’m not sure. I guess 
what they did was logical but it was 
hugely comical to watch too!

Flossie the elephant
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The elephants were always in great 
demand with the press, whether it was 
for the weather forecast, a local 
celebrity or an orchestra, a photo with 
an elephant alongside went a long way 
to getting the picture published. So 
photographer and subject would turn 
up expecting perfectly behaved 
elephants, that wouldn’t eat their gloves 
or crush their prized trombone with their 
trunk. We knew everyone would be safe, 
but if Flossie stole a glove or wrapped 
her trunk around an instrument 
she would crush it within seconds, no 
matter how much we pleaded with her! 
But she could be a helpful animal too 
and would open and close the heavy 
door for keepers, although on occasions 
this could be awkward when she kept 
shutting the door while you were trying 
to get your job done, or you were 
talking to visitors and halfway through 
she’d slam the door in their face! 

For many years we explored options of 
moving the elephants to a larger area 
on site, but both the cost and their 
space requirements led us to look for 
alternative options and we had fact 
finding visits to zoos across the continent, 
before opting to move both elephants 
to a Safari Park in France in 2003.
 
Any animal move is stressful for the 
animals and staff, so to reduce the 
impact of loading, we started the 
process weeks before and walked the 
elephants on and off the lorry everyday, 
getting them to spend more time in 
there until we finally shut the doors and 
transported them via road and ferry.
And another elephant keeper and I 
stopped with them for a few weeks to 
help them settle in to their new home.
 
Today, the Elephant House, remains 
as a listed structure, as do the shackle 
points in the forecourt from the days 
when there was no paddock and the 
elephant’s gave visitors rides. But other 
areas around the site still bear elephant 
scars – see if you can spot the cracked 
steps by the otters!
 

Derek Grove as Senior Keeper 

pictured with Flossie.

Flossie 

Flora
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The red-legged seriema is just a few months old and 
is currently off-show and being hand reared and 
trained by keepers.

Section leader Nicola Wright, said: “We’ve already 
got a soft spot for him and he’s so unusual that we 
know he’ll be very popular with visitors. “At the 
moment we’re getting him used to the sights and 
smells of the zoo, so he’s following us around and 
we’re encouraging him to demonstrate his natural 
behaviours including running, flying and jump-
ing, plus he does something clever with toy rubber 
snakes. He’ll look really spectacular when he’s fully 
grown in the daily show and we hope to introduce 
him around Easter time.”

Native to South America, the seriema has a distinc-
tive crest of feathers above their beak. Although he’s 
currently got his downy, chick feathers, he’ll soon be 
developing his characteristic red-orange colour on 
his beak and legs and the bare skin around his eyes 
will be blue.

Meet Delta the 
newest addition 
to our bird of 
prey team!

Berry Fruitful...
for Chimps!

Seasonal produce is 
always on the menu 
for our 200-strong 
animal collection 
here at DZG.
And in recent weeks our seven female chimpanzees 
have been tucking into delicious blackberries, 
freshly picked by keepers from bushes around the 
zoo site - with 23 year-old Mali not wasting any 
time in wolfing down the juicy autumnal treats!

Zoo Keeper Kriss Peason pictured with Delta
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     Upcoming Events.......

VISIT 
SANTA’S 
GROTTO 
IN OUR

28TH
SOLD OUT
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Cake bake morning..
Dudley Building Society......

The staff members carried out their own 
sponsored walk around the zoo site – 
following the 5k Walk On The Wildside trail, as well 
as hosting an orange cake day in work!

DZG Marketing Manager, Andrea Hales, said: “We’re so grateful to Dudley 
Building Society for their support and for the fab amount of money they raised 
towards our £800,000 appeal.

“They were keen to be part of our fundraising walk, but couldn’t make the actual 
event so we were happy to provide them with the official route, which they came 
and completed at a later date.

“And they even went the extra mile with the orange cake sale, which looked 
great fun!”

If your business would like to raise money to help us provide a new 
outdoor enclosure for our four critically endangered Bornean orangutans, 
then we’ve designed a fundraising pack full of ideas and helpful tips.

Contact andrea.marketing@dudleyzoo.org.uk for more details.

The 27 year-old farm keeper plummeted 10,000ft through the air during a sponsored sky dive,
as he raised money for our four orangutans. Adam, who has worked at DZG for the last three 
years, said: “It was an amazing experience and was really exhilarating.

“We fell for the first 5,000 feet before deploying the parachute and I was told we 
travelled at 129 miles per hour. “I’m so glad I did it and I’m delighted with the 
amount of money I raised for such a worthy appeal.”

Through sponsorship, Adam raised £395, which we’ve boosted by adding the 
sales of nectar from lorikeet lookout from the day of his skydive.

Zoo Director Derek Grove, said: “We’re all incredibly proud of Adam and his 
fundraising feat. Our staff are always willing to go the extra mile for their 
animals and Adam certainly did that and we’re pleased to boost his 
sponsorship from the £446 worth of lorikeet nectar sales from the day.”

We’re sending huge thanks 
to the fantastic employees of 
Dudley Building Society who 
have raised £286.31 towards 
our Orangutan Appeal.

Dudley Building Society Support Customer Services Supervisor, Sarah Anslow, said: “As a local building society we 
are always keen to support the community we work and live in whenever possible.

“We very much enjoyed our day at the zoo and hope that the orangutans are very happy in 
their new home - we will be sure to visit them again when its been built!”

The team at Dudley Building Society 
enjoying a Cake bake morning.

Brave DZG Keeper Adam Wrench took 
a leap of faith and raised more than 
£800 for our Orangutan Appeal.

 “We hope our supporters will be inspired by his efforts and donate to the cause.”



We celebrated 
the fifth anniversary 
of our re-launched 
chairlift back 
in August.

Since re-opening in 
2012 following 
a £117,000 
Heritage Lottery 
grant, the chairlift 
has remained as 
popular as ever 
and continues to 
be one of DZG’s 
unique elements.

5 year 
anniversary 
for Chairlift

Matt Lewis  Zoo Manager

West Midlands Fire Service getting prepared to rescue 
Curator Richard Brown

Recently the passenger-carrying aerial ropeway also provided 
the ideal scenario for West Midlands Fire Service’s Technical Rescue
Unit, who we invited on site to carry out rope rescue training on 
the chairlift.
 
During a staged incident involving the team from Wednesbury Fire 
Station, DZG’s Curator Richard Brown, was stuck on the chairlift, before 
being rescued and lowered to the ground by the team.
 
White Watch Crew Commander, Roy Phillips, said: “Along with responding 
to incidents that are traditionally associated with the Fire Service such as 
fires and RTCs, the Technical Rescue Unit also responds to more unusual 
incidents such as collapsed buildings, confined space rescue, large animal 
rescue, water rescue, open area searches and hi angle rope rescue. 

“When training we always look for unusual venues to test our skills and put 
them to the test in the most challenging scenarios to ensure we are 
prepared to respond to absolutely anything. 

“Dudley Zoo provided us with a very challenging scenario of a person 
stuck on a chairlift which allowed us to test our rope rescue skills to 
access the casualty and bring him safely to the ground.”
 
DZG Curator Richard Brown, said: “We regularly invite the emergency 
services on site to carry out exercises like this as it’s really beneficial for us both.

“Although we’ve never had to call on them before, we are fully prepared if we ever have to.” 11

DZG Curator Richard Brown
being rescued by 
West Midlands Fire Service
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Apprentice keeper 
Courtney Mae Jones 

Apprentice keeper 
Jessica Edwards

Assistant Curator 
Jay Haywood

Apprentice keeper 
Harry Upton

Apprentice keeper 
Mary Taylor
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Since starting on-site earlier this year the students have 
thrown themselves into caring for some of the world’s 
rarest exotic animals as part of a year-long training course. 
Assistant Curator and mentor, Jay Haywood, said: “All 
four have progressed really well and quickly settled into 
zoo life. 

“They’re all working hard with the level two diploma in work 
based animal care, which we’re providing through kEITS and 
they’re actually ahead on their studies.”
The apprentices, who all answered an advertisement on the 
zoo’s website are working a five-day week on four of the zoo 
sections, including ungulates, birds, farm and upper primates 
and will remain with us until next Spring. 
Jay added: “We’ve received really positive feedback about 
all four apprentices, both from staff and visitors, which is 
especially great to hear and Mary, the youngest of our team, 
was awarded the zoo’s first ever employee of the month 
prize for her hardwork, which we were very impressed with.                                                                                                                                            
Hopefully this training will put them in great stead for 
a job in the field afterwards.”

Four apprentices are proving to be 

popular additions to the zoo crew!   
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Farm completion.....  
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Inside the barn 
is a perfect
opportunity to 
take a selfie 
with our comedy 
farm characters 
& Daisy our 
milking cow!

Inside barn area: The new barn houses a selection of  furry creatures
and creepy crawlies....

Have you 
checked out 
our new farm 
barn yet?
It’s the latest project to complete in our 
2017 revamp programme. 

The new-look facility opened over the summer 
holidays and allows visitors the chance to get 
closer to a variety of small animals including 
rabbits and guinea pigs, as well as the likes of 
millipedes, leopard geckos, a Syrian hamster and 
pygmy hedgehogs. 

There’s also a regal home for our guinea pigs, plus 
a hotel for our rabbits, which have been designed 
and made by talented members our local Senior 
Citizens Enterprise Woodwork Group. 

And Daisy our milkable model cow is back too 
after a makeover. 

We’ll be continuing to add more exhibits to the 
heated barn over the next few weeks, including 
a dedicated teaching area, a conservation corner 
and a display of fun farm models, before turning 
our attention to revamping the rest of the farm’s 
outdoor area – so watch this space!

Vivarium tanks showcasing a selection of small animals



Going batty about Narna
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Have you spotted our 
special bat who can’t 
fly?.......
Narna, an Egyptian fruit bat, can be found in our Castle 
Creatures exhibit, but we’ve never seen her fly and we’ve 
no idea why she won’t!

Trainee keeper, Cara Sheldon, said: “Narna’s approximately 
three years old and she just hasn’t flown since we had her.  
“When the bats first arrived at DZG ahead of the opening of 
Castle Creatures in 2015, we opened the box and they all 
flew out, apart from Narna, who was still sitting in there the 
next morning.

“She’s had a full health check by the vet, but there’s no 
medical reason why she can’t fly, she might just be lazy!”
Named after her favourite food, Narna can be regularly 
spotted hanging off the wooden cart in the exhibit – her 
favoured spot!

And this summer she successfully reared her first baby as 
well as receiving her first adopter - our longest visiting 
supporter and life zoo member, Muriel Thatcher.
The animal-crazy 91 year-old, who has regularly been visiting 
DZG since our opening day 80 years-ago, has adopted 
many of the site’s collection.
Why not try and spot Narna the next time you visit DZG?

Trainee Keeper Cara Sheldon 



Kidz Stuff
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WIN
A Parliament of Owls

 
£27.00

WORTH

Pumpkin Carving 
Competition

PUMPKIN CRAFTS
Get crafty and make your own paper chain pumpkin.

1.

2.

3. 4.
5.

PUMPKIN CARVING
COMPETITION

Folding Brass
Fasteners

Step 1
All you need is a piece of orange 
card. Use a ruler to mark out 
eight strips.

Step 2
Carefully cut each strip along 
the dotted line.

Step 3
Gather the eight strips into a 
circle and carefully pin the 
strips together.

Step 4
Pull all of the strips into the 
centre to form the shape of the 
pumpkin and add the green stem 
at the top.

When completed draw a pumpkn 
face on the front of the pumpkin.

 

We are offering one lucky winner the opportunity 
to win a Halloween bag of goodies!
Here’s your chance to get creative this Halloween, 
you can be as wacky or weird as you like, pick 
the best photo and send it to us at 
competition@dudleyzoo.org.uk 
giving your name, age & contact details 
and subject “pumpkin carving” competition. 
Closing date 31st October 2017



A HUGE thank you to our August Bank Holiday visitors who made our first ever 

Raptor Day a flyaway success and helped us raise a whopping £869.95! 
Thousands of people visited the 11th century castle courtyard to see our birds of 

prey, which included harris hawks, a red-footed falcon, common buzzard and 

a Northern white-faced owl, as keepers spoke about their plight as well as the 

threats facing British species such as the barn owl and kestrel who have seen a 

dramatic reduction in their numbers over recent years.

We have it all Rapt up!

Bird Keeper, Kriss Pearson, who organised 
the event, said: “It was a fantastic 
day and we were delighted with the 
amount of money we raised.

“It was a brilliant opportunity to speak to 
so many visitors and hopefully we’ve 
ignited an interest in feathered animals!”

Throughout the day keepers raised 
money to purchase owl and kestrel 
nesting boxes for the zoo’s 40-acre site, 
with bird themed games including guess 
the name of the cuddly owl and guess 
the number of feathers in a jar.

Plus, we added the funds 
raised from Monday’s nectar 
pot sales in Lorikeet Lookout to 
boost the final total.

Kriss added: “We wanted to 
raise money for the boxes as the 
upcoming winter season is the worst 
for barn owls and kestrels in particular.

“Cold, wet weather prevents them from 
nesting and hunting and many die of 
starvation as wet weather also impacts 
the vole population too, which is their 
main source of food.

“We’re also hoping to install cameras 
to the boxes, so visitors can get a closer 
look at some of our rarer native bird life.”

Zoo Keeper
Kriss Pearson
with 
Burrowing Owl
Pascal

Dudley Zoological Gardens I Castle Hill I 
Dudley I West Midlands I DY1 4QF
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